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2ow, we can write the continuity equation in the form
(z) A(z) v(z) = J ; J = constant. (1)
The Euler equation (including for the moment possible
















Finally, we assume a barotropic equation of state  =
(p), and dene X
0







































Dening the speed of sound by c
2
= dp=d, and elimi-
nating 
0
between these two equations yields a form of




























in the denominator is
crucial and leads to several interesting physical eects.
For instance, if the physical acceleration is to be nite at















This is a ne-tuning condition relating the shape of the
nozzle (the amount of convergence/divergence at the
horizon) to the external body force and specic friction.
Experience with wind tunnels has shown that the ow
will attempt to self-adjust (in particular, the location of
the acoustic horizon will self-adjust) so as to satisfy this
ne tuning. We could now calculate the acceleration of
the uid at the acoustic horizon by adopting L'Ho^pital's
rule. However, it is more useful to consider the \surface











It is this combination g, rather than the physical accel-
eration of the uid a, that more closely tracks the notion
of \surface gravity", and it is the limit of this quantity
as one approaches the acoustic horizon that enters into
the Hawking radiation calculation [10]. To calculate the
limit g
H
















































This implies that the ne-tuning (6) used to keep a nite
at the acoustic horizon will also keep g nite there. In






















































This result, which we quote for its generality, is actually
more complicated than we really need.
Free ow: The Laval nozzle corresponds to the special
case in which there is no external body force 
0
= 0.
Additionally, when considering a superuid ow, there is
no viscous friction f
v

















Regularity now requires the much simpler ne-tuning
condition that A
0
= 0 at the horizon. That is, the acous-
tic horizon occurs at a point of minimum area; exactly
the behaviour which is physically seen in a Laval noz-
zle. (That a horizon cannot form at a maximum of the
cross sectional area is established below.) Now apply the





































































































































The rst factor is of order c
2
H
=R, with R the minimum
radius of the nozzle, while the second and third factors
are square roots of dimensionless numbers. This is in
accord with our intuition based on dimensional analy-
sis [2, 9]. If A
00
< 0, corresponding to a maximum of the
cross section, then g
H
is imaginary which means no event
3horizon can form there. The two signs  correspond to
either speeding up and slowing down as you cross the
horizon, both of these must occur at a minimum of the
cross sectional area A
00
> 0. (If the ow accelerates at
the horizon this is a black hole horizon [future horizon]; if
the ow decelerates there it is a white hole horizon [past
horizon]. See Figure 1.) If the nozzle has a circular cross
section, then the quantity A
00
H
is related to the longitu-
dinal radius of curvature R
c







Bose{Einstein condensate: The use of BECs as a work-
ing uid for acoustic black holes has been advocated by
Garay et al. [11] (see also [12] for a discussion of plausible
extensions to that model). The present note can be in-
terpreted as a somewhat dierent approach to the same
physical problem, side-stepping the technical complica-
tions of the Bogoliubov equations in favour of a more








































































This implies, at a black hole horizon [future horizon], a























Ignoring for now the issue of gray-body factors (they are
a renement on the Hawking eect, not really an essential






























This extremely simple result relates the Hawking emis-
sion to the physical size of the constriction and a factor
depending on the are-out at the narrowest point. Note
that you cannot permit A
00
H
to become large, since then
you would violate the quasi-one-dimensional approxima-
tion for the uid ow that we have been using in this note.
(There is of course nothing physically wrong with vio-
lating the quasi-one-dimensional approximation, it just
means the analysis becomes more complicated. In par-
ticular, if there is no external body force and the viscous
forces are zero then by slightly adapting the analysis of [9]
the acoustic horizon [more precisely the ergo-surface] is
a minimal surface of zero extrinsic curvature.) The pre-
ceding argument suggests strongly that the best we can









You can (in principle) try to adjust the equation of state
to make the second factor in (15) larger, but this is un-
likely to be technologically feasible.
(Note that this is the analog, in the context of acoustic
black holes, of the fact that the Hawking ux from gen-
eral relativity black holes is expected to peak at wave-
lengths near the physical diameter of the black hole, its
Schwarzschild radius | up to numerical factors depend-
ing on charge and angular momentum.)
Discussion: It is the fact that the peak wavelength of
the Hawking radiation is of order the physical dimensions
of the system under consideration that makes the eect so
diÆcult to detect. In particular, in BECs it is common
to have a sound speed of order 6 mm/s. If one then




 1, then T
H
 7 n K. Compare this to the
condensation temperature required to form the BEC
T
condensate
 90 n K: (25)
We see that in this situation the Hawking eect, although
tiny, is at least comparable in magnitude to other relevant
temperature scales. Moreover recent experiments indi-
cate that it is likely that these gures can be improved.
In particular, the scattering length for the condensate can
be tuned by making use of the so called Feshbach reso-
nance [13]. This eect can be used to increment the scat-
tering length; factors of up to 100 have been experimen-
tally obtained [14]. Therefore the acoustic propagation
speed, which scales as the square root of the scattering
length, could thereby be enhanced by a factor up to 10.
This suggests that it might be experimentally possible to
achieve c
H
 6 cm/s, and so
T
H
 70 n K; (26)
which places us much closer to the condensation temper-
ature. The speed of sound can also be enhanced by in-
creasing the density of the condensate (propagation speed
4scales as the square root of the density). In all of these
situations there is a trade-o: For xed nozzle geometry
the Hawking temperature scales as the speed of sound,
so larger sound speed gives a bigger eect but conversely
makes it more diÆcult to set up the supersonic ow.
So if the Hawking eect can be experimentally realized
in these situations, it may be suÆciently large to disrupt
the condensate conguration, or even the condensate it-
self, providing in this way a clear signal. Let us elaborate
this point: The Garay et al. analysis [11] shows that it
should be possible to create classically stable BEC con-
gurations with the presence of acoustic horizons. In
their particular analysis they found that these classically
stable congurations are surrounded by unstable regions;
(at this stage, we don't know how general that result is).
Once the system is engineered to be in a classically stable
conguration one can look for the purely quantum eect
of Hawking emission. The power loss due to Hawking
radiation would be:



















Numerically (including the eect of the Feshbach res-
onance), the emitted power is extremely small P 
10
 48
W, but it should be noted that some sizable frac-
tion of the Hawking phonons will be suÆciently energetic
to knock atoms out of the condensate phase.
Additionally, we want to stress that the present anal-
ysis of the BEC is purely \hydrodynamic" (superuid
approximation of the BEC), and does not seek to deal
with the \quantum potential"(see e.g., [5, 12]). The lat-
ter is responsible for the fact that the dispersion relation
for perturbations in the BEC is modied at high mo-
menta in such a way as to recover \innite" propagation
speed (this is the so-called Bogoliubov dispersion rela-
tion [12, 15]). This issue has relevance to the so-called
trans-Planckian problem (which in this BEC condensate
context becomes a trans-Bohrian problem). Fortunately
it is known, thanks to model calculations in eld theo-
ries with explicit high-momentum cutos, that the low
energy physics of the emitted radiation is largely insen-
sitive to the nature and specic features of the cuto.
However, because of this high-frequency \superluminal"
dispersion, one can have additional hopes of detecting
a signal because Hawking radiation could provide a new
type of instability, disrupting the classically stable cong-
uration by leading to a run-away production of phonons
(see the discussion of \black hole lasers" in [16]).
To summarize what we have learned: The present note
complements the analysis by Garay et al. [11], in that it
provides a rationale for simple physical estimates of the
Hawking radiation temperature without having to solve
the full Bogoliubov equations. Additionally, the current
analysis provides simple numerical estimates of the size
of the eect and identies several specic physical mecha-
nisms by which the Hawking temperature can be manipu-
lated: via the speed of sound, the nozzle radius, the equa-
tion of state, and the degree of are-out at the throat. In
this manner, we have identied an experimentally plausi-
ble conguration with a Hawking temperature of order 70
n K; to be contrasted with a condensation temperature
of the order of 90 n K.
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